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SHAPE OPTIMIZATION IN CONTACT PROBLEMS.
APPROXIMATION AND NUMERICAL REALIZATION (*)

by J. HaslrNcen (1) and P. NrrrreeNuaxr (2)

Communicated by F, G" CIARLET

Abstract. - The optímal shape design of a two-dimensíonal elastic body on rigid foundatíon
is analyzed. The relation between the continuous problem and the díscrete problem achieved by
FEM is presented. A numerícal realization together wíth the sensítivity analysís is given. Several
numerical examples to illustrate the practícal use of the methods are presented.

Résumé. -On érudie I'approximation du problème de I'optímisation de domaine datu un
problème de contact d'un corps élastíque, unílatéralement supponé par la fondatíon rigide. Deux
essais numériques sont présentés.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the shape optimization of a contact surface of a two-
dímensional elastic body unilaterally supported by a rigid frictionless
foundation. The problem is to redesign the contact surface in such a way
that the total potential energy of the system in the equilibrium state will be
minimal.

In [9] the proof of the existence of an optimal shape is given. In the
present paper we shall study finite element discretization of this problem
and discuss the reiation between continuous and discrete models (Sections 2
and 3). When the discretization has been done, our discrete design
formulation leads to a nonconvex but smooth minimization problem wíth
linear constraints. The evaluation of the cost functional involves the solving
of the nonlinear state problem (variational inequality). Consequentiy, NLP-
algorithm should use as few function evaluations as possible. Clearly, some
gradient information is then necessary. In Section 4 we shali present
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270 J. IIASLINCIIR, P. NElll"'AANMÄKl

formula for the derivative of the cost functional. For the case where the

method of penalization is utiiized for solving the state problem we refer to

[7, 8, 10].
In chapter 5 several numerical examples are given. They show, among

others, that as a by-product we can find a shape for the contact part of the

bocly that the contact stress will be evenly distributed when geometrical

constraints are appropriate. This is of a great practical impofiance for
designers. From the mathematical point of view, the functional of the total
potential energy is easy to handle whereas the direct minimization of contact

stresses is more involved.
In this paper the shape design problem for an elastic body on a rigid

frictionless foundation is analyzed. Vy'hen the friction between the body and

the support is taken into account the problem is technically more compli-

cated but príncipally the methods present here can be applied. For the case

of a given friction - which is the simplest model - we refer to the paPer

i6l.
For the mathematical theory of optimum shape design problem with

classical boundary value problems together with approximation we refer to
the recent book of O. Pironneau [16]. See also conference volumes [1, 11,

131.

2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider a two-dimensional elastic body O : O (") c Rz having the

following geometrical structure :

o(") : {(xrx)€ R2ld <.r1 < å, 0< a (rt) -*r- "y} .

e, b,'l are given constants and cr e Co''(lo, å]), i.e. c is a Lipschitz function

on Ío,bl, a.f}(c): F, u Fr u F.(c'), lD+Ø (possible partition of

áO(cr) is given by Fig,2.I).

The shape of the contact surface fc(") is described by a graph of the

function cr, belonging to the set 4l o¿, where

(2.I) 4/ 
"a 

: {e e C0't(la,ål)10 = ct(.ï1) < Co -'v,lo'(tt)l = Ct,
xr e fa, å ], meas O (cr) : C2) '

Cn, C¡, C, are given posítive constants such that o7/ 
oo + Ø .

Suppose that O(ct) is unilaterally supported by a rigid frictionless
foundation (here by the set {(xvx) e R2l;r, < 0} and subject to a body

force F: (Fr, F2) and surface tractions P: (Pr,P2) on f".
Classical solution of the contact problem without frictíon is defined as a
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displacement field u: u(o): (rz,(ct), uz@)) (the dependence of u on a is
emphasized by writing u: u(a)), which is in the equilibrium stare with
applied forces, i.e.

(2.2)

(2.3)

3',,(u)+F,:g ¡n í)(o), i:I,2;ôx, 't' ' '

I¡=r,r(u)nj =P¡ on lp, í:I,2

¡¡: (n1, nr) is the unit normal vector to ðO. We suppose that the stress
tensor r(u): (r¡¡(u)f, ¡- 1 is related to the linear strain tensor e(u):
(.ri(u)f,,¡=, by means of the linear Hooke's law

'¡;(u): C¡¡p¡ e¡¡(u), e¿¡(u): + (+- + )z \ dx¡ oxt, I

with eiasticity coefficients C, jp satisfying the usual symmetry and ellipticity
conditions in O : (a, b) x(0, ^t), C 

¡ ju e l,- (O). Besides (2.2) and (2.3) the
following boundary condítions will be assumed :

(2.4) u¡:0 on lo, i:1,2;

(2.5) u2(x1, e(xt)) = - " 
(", ) Y x, e la, b) ;

(2.6) Tr(u): 0 on rc(o) ;

(2.7) T2(u)> 0 , (u, + a) Z2(u): Q e¡ f c(o) .

vol. 21, n' 2,7987
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272 J. HASLINGER, P. NEITIAANMÄKI

In order to give the variational formulation of. (2.2)'(2.7) we introduce a

Hilbert space l/(c) of virtual displacements

(2.8) V (a)= V(o(")) : {v e (øt(o(ct)))21u, : 0 on l¡, i :7,2}

and its closed convex subset K(c) of admissible displacements

(2'9) K(o): 
"tttl'ì':. v(*)l üt(x.,a(xr))> - c,(xr) vx, e (o,b)\ .

The variational form of. (2.2)-(2.1) is now given by (see [i2])

f find u = u (c¿) e K(cr) such that(g(")) 
{tf'1, '1u - ú)b,nì"i= (L, v - u)" vv e K(a) ,

where
r

(r(u), e (v)b,or"l = Jn,., 
r';(u) err(v) d.r

and

SHAPE OPTIMIZATION IN CONTACT PROBLEMS n3

where a =e0<at<..,.<aN= å is a partition of [a, å] and Pt([ai-t,a¡f)
denotes the set of linear functions over fa, -1, a¡\. For any ø¡ e a7/!¿ we
define

o("¡): {(xr, xr)eRzla <x1< b,a¡(xr)=xz-1} ,

i.e. O(ct¡) is a polygonal domain and the variable part of the boundary
fc(") is now replaced by a piecewise linear arc fr(ct¿).

whole segment

I, : {(xr, x2)lx1 e Lar-1, a¡1, x2: cto(x1)}

is the whole side of a triangle T¡ e ß¡(cl¡) and satisfying the usual
requirements, concerning the mutual position of two triangles, belonging to
õ¡(o¡), [3]. Moreover, \rye shall assume only such families of {6¡("r)},
h e (0,1), cr¡ e Q/!¿, wbích are :

(j) Regutar uniformly with respect to h + 0+ and a.¡ e Ql!¿, i.e. there
exists ôe> 0 independently or he (0, L)and o¡eQ/!¿suchthat allinterior
angles of all triangles Tr e õ¿(o¡) are greateÍ or equal to ôo (for practical
applications some other technical restrictions will be added, see Section 5).

(jj) For any h e (0, 1) fixed, triangulationr {8, ("å)} , a¡ e 4l!¿ depend
continuously on ctå.

Finally, the symbol O¿(o¡) will denote the set O(o¡) with a given
triangulation E¡(o¡); for the sake of simplicity we also use the notation
Cl¿ instead of O¡(c¡). With any 6¿(o¡) a closed convex subset Ko(co) of
functions will be associated :

V¡(oÐ: {"r. (C(c}("r))'?lurlr, € (P,,(7,))'

for anY T¡ eß¡(a¡), v¡ : 0 on lr) ,

Kn(où: V ¡("¡) n K(ct¿) .

The approximation of (P) is now defined as follows

(P)å
find af, e 4/ !¿ srch that

En@i) < En(où Y e¡ e QI!¿ ,

where
1E¡(oò: j ("(ur,(ctr)), e(u¡(ct¡)))o,oior¡ - <L,uå(oå))",

in which u¡(c¡) e K¡(a¡) is the solution of the discrete state inequality:

(3("))n ("(u¡), e(v¡ - ua))o,oq"r¡ > (L, yå - uå(o¿å)).å Vv¡ e K¡(a¡).

vol.27, n" 2,798'/

(L,")": F,u,dx+ P ¡ u, ds: (F, 
"ì,nr"¡ 

+ (P, v)0,r,
(")f" t

with F e 1t2ço¡¡2, Y e çr2çao¡¡2.
Shape optimizatíon problem now will be stated as foliows

f find ct * e Ql -, such That
(P) 

tt(".) = r(") Y a e 4I o¿ ,

where
1E(*): i k{"{")1, e(u(cr))},o1o¡ - (L, u("))"

with u(a) e K(cr) being the solution of. (9 (a)), is the total potential energy

evaluated in the equilibrium state. According to [9] it hoids :

TseoRev 2.1 : Let 4/o¿ be given by (2.1). Then there exists at least one

solution a* o/ (P).

3. FTNTTE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF (P)

Approximation of (P) will be given by means of finite element technique.

We suppose that Q,l o¿ is repiaced bY

(3.i) 4t!¿= lo¡ e C ([a,å])1"¡l 
[0,-,,,,] 

e Pr(fa, -t, aif)J n oU 

"0,

M2 AN Modélisation malhématique et Analyse numérique
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274 J. HASLINCER, P. NEI'|TAANMAKI

using the classical compactness arguments and (jj) one can easily prove

the existence of at least one solution cf, of (P)¡. Our main goal will be

devoted to the study if there is any relation among solutions of (P) and

(p)å if h-0+. Before doing this we present some auxiliary results,

necessary in what follows.

Letøue 3.1 ; Let cr.r¡ = c( (uniformly) in la, bl as h - 0* , er, e %Xa,

aeQIo¿. Let w e K(a) and let * denote the Calderon extension of w from

O(ct) on A. The, there exßts a sequence {*,}, to, e (¡12(O)f (even more

regular) such that

(3.2) w¡+*in(Ht(o))z, i+coi
(3.3) for any í fixed, ro,ln, € K(or) for all þ ' hs(i) .

For the proof see [10].

Lruua 3.2: Let a¡eQl!¿, ae Qlo¿ be such that o,¡- s' in la, bl as

h-0+. Let :u¡: u¡(*¡) be the solutions of (g ("¡))¡' Then there exists a

subsequence {or,} . {u¡} such that

(3.4) u¿¡(o¿¡) - a (weakty) in (Hl(G^(ct)))2 as i - @

for any m integer, where u= u(a)e K(ct) ís the solution of (9(o')) and

G.(o) : 
{O,,.rr) 

e R2lx, e la, bl, o(t,) * *=*r-1]['

Proof : Using the fact that the constant in Korn's inequality can be chosen

independently on ct e Ql o¿ (see [15, 10]) we see that {u¡} is bounded in the

following sense :

(3.5) lC=0:llu/,lll,n^=C Våe(0'1).

Let z integer be fixed. Then there exists /re : ho(m) such that 6.(c) c o¡
for all h < hs(m). ConsequentlY,

(3.6) lluo ll 1, 6.1"¡ = lluo ll r, o, < c

and one may extract a subsequence {or,} . {u¡} such that

uo, - u,-, in (Hr(G^(d¡))z ,

where u(') e Iz(G-(cr)): {". (¡11(G.(a)))tl" : 0 on f¿ n ðG-(ct)} '
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Analogously, there exists åo(m + 1) such that G-(ct) cG^*r(o)-Oo for
all h < hs(m + 1 ) and a subsequenc" {uor} of {u¡,} can be chosen such that

uo,-g(ø+i) in (Ht(G^*l(o)))2.

Clearly u(n + 1) e V (G^* , (o)) and u(') = u(- + 1) on G- (a).
Repeating the same procedure for any kinfeger, we see that there exists

ho(m+ k) and a subsequence {u¿*} of {u¡*_,} such that

uåÈ*u(u+rr) in (Hl(G^*o(o)))t,

G^**-t(o). G.*¿(c)cO¡ for all h=hs(m+ k). Moreover,
u(z+rc) - u(z+k-1) on G-**-r(a) and u(- +k) eV (G^*r@)).Denoting
Uy {"r',} the diagonal subsequence defined by {u¿r} we see rhar

(3.7) ofl - " in (¡11(G,(c))f for any rn ,

where olc.(")=u('). Clearly ue V(cr). Next, insteaa of {ufl} we shall

write simply {u¡-}. Now we prove that u= u(cr) solves (Ø(ct)). The fact
that u e K(cr) follows from Lemma5.2 in [9]. It remains to verify that

(t(u), e(* - o)ì,ot")-- <L, w - u)o V* e K(6.)..

Let w e K(ct) be fixed. Accordingly to Lemma3.1 there exists a sequence

{*,} such that (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied. Let í be fixed. Then
wilor,€ K(on) n (H2(O(oå,)))2 for å¡ sufficiently small (h, is a filter of

indices, satisfying (3.7)).Let w¡¡.:il¿r*, denote the piecewise lineqr
Lagrange interpolate of w, lor-. It is easy to see that w¡¡,e K¡.(o,¡).

Thus

("(r¿¡) , e (wia, - u¡¡))0, ç,ri> (L, vttn, - rrn,) o, .

Let m (integer) be fixed. Then for åt sufficiently small :

(t(u¡,),r(*¡¡¡ - ur,)h,or- : (t(rr,), ¿(wtn¡ - ur,))o,c_1"¡ +

+ (t (ur-), , (n¡n¡ - ur,))0, or-¡oç";

+ (t(u¡ ), ¿(w¡n¡ - ur,))0, 1o1"¡1c-(a)) n o¡-

= ("(u¡¡), t(w¡n¡ - ulr))0, c.1"1

+ (r (ur-), r (w¡¡¡)h, o¡,\o(c)

+ (r(ur-), t (*¡¡¡))0, (o(c)\G.(c)) n o¡-.

vol.27, n' 2,798'l
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Now

(3.8)

J. HASLINGER, P. NEITTAE¡I¡øETI

lim sup ("(r¡i), e (w¡¡i - ur,,))0, c-i"¡ = (t(u), e (w¡ - u )b. c.to) ,

h¡ -0+

taking into account (3.7), (i) and well known approximation properties of
the Lagrange interpolate w¡¡.. As crå-= cr infa,bl and (3.6) holds, we see

that

SHAPE OPTIMIZATION IN CONTACT PROBLEMS n7

where

M
{{",,"r) 

e R2lx2. ("io),'(a¡ + !') orm

(?.sl lim
h¡-0+

Finally,

lim sup (t(uo,), e (w¡¡i))0, (o(q)\G,(q)) n oår

hj -0+

< lim sup ("(ur,), € (wr ))0, (o(a)\G-(c)) n o¡-
hi-0+

+ lim sup ("(u¡¡), u (w¡¡¡ - wi )h, io1"¡1c.(c)) n or-
hi-0+

= c llw¡ ll,,n(")\o-("),

where C > 0 doesn't depend on nt.
From thii, (3.8) and (3.9) it follows

(3.10) lim sup ("(ro,), r (w¡i,¡ - ur,))0, o,. =
h¡-0+

= (r (u ), e (w¡ - u )b, c_r"l + C llwr ll ,, n(.)\o-(") .

Analogously

(F, w¡¡i - u¡;)0, or- : (F, \?il, :- ulr)0, c-(r) +

+ (F, w,¡- - u¿¡)0, o¡-\o(c) + (F, w,o- - u¡r)0, (o(c)\G.(c)) n o¡..

Hence

(3.i1) lim inf (F, w¡r,i - u¡r)0, o,,- = (F, w¡ - u b, c-1"¡ -
h¡-0+

- c { ilFllo,n<"ltc-r"¡ + llw, I10,n,",..,o.",}

where C > 0 doesn't depend on z. Finally

(P, wi¿i - u¡¡h, r" : (P, w¡¡- - u¡¡Ì, r¿\M, * (P, w¡¡¡ - ùn)o, u^ ,

M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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xre (e@),o(b)+L )Ì
(this consideration can be omitted if dist (f¡, f6(cr)) > 0). Then

lim inf (P, w¡¡i - r¡,)0, r" > (P, wi - u b, r¡\M. - C ( ll P ll 0, M^ + ll ror llo, ".)h¡-0*

with a constant C, which doesn't depend on m. Here we use the fact that the
norm of the trace mapping I : Hr(A^,¡ - ¿2(aor,-\fc (oo)) can be estimated

independently on h¡. From this, (3.10) and (3.11) we see that

(r(u), e(*, - u)b,o.(o) * C llr",ll1,o(c)\c_(c)> €, w¡ - ub,c,(o) *

* P, w¡ - u b, rr1,u. - c { ilF llo, n1";1c,i"¡ + llw, llo,.,t",lo.r"li

- c {llPllo,¡¿. + llw¡ llo,M-} '

Passing to the limit with ft7 + @ we are led to

(r(u), e(*r - u)ì,nt,)> (L, w¡ - u)o.

Finally, letting í + co we obtain

(r(u), e(w - u)ì, o@)> (L, w - u)o V* e K(a) ,

i.e. u solves 
" 

("). I
The main result of this Section is

TueoReu 3.7 : Let af e 4/!¿ be a solution of @)n ønd let u¡(af ) be the

corresponding solution of the state problem (3 ("f ))0. Then there exßt a
subsequence {"f,} of {o.f} , an element o.* e Ql o¿ and u(o.*) e K(a*) such

that

(3.12) a{ = ct* in [a, bf ,

(3.13) u¡-(c{) - u(o*) ín (a|çc^ça*¡¡f , i - co ,

for any m integer. Moreover s* is a solution of (P) and u(a*) ß the
corresponding state on dl(a*).

Proof : As Q/!¿cfulo¿ for all å and Qlo¿ is compact írL Co([ø,b))-

vol. 21, t' 2,1987
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topology, there exisr a subsequence of {ctf,} (denoted by {",1} again) and
a* e 4l o¿ such that

(3.1,4) crf=c in fo,b), h-0.
Accordingly to Lemma3.2, a subsequence {uo-(c{)} of {u¡(ctf,)} and an
element u(a*) e K(o*) exist and

(3.15) u¡,(c{) - u (a*) in (Hl(G^(sjÐf

for any ¡n. Moreover, u(c*) solves (Ø ("*)).
To complete the proof of rheorem3.L ir remains to show that

a* is a minimizer of E over Q,/o¿. One can write

E ¡,(efi) : E n,, c 
^1o" 1(efi) + E n,,orr1c,1".¡ (o{ ),

provided å¡ is sufficiently small, where

En,, c^1".¡(ofi) : | {, {ro,t.,{ )), e 1u, (..{ )) h, G^(ø.) -
- (F, u¡-(cr{)}, c.r".l - (p, u¡-(c{))0, r"1ø. ,

Er,, oo,¡c.qo.r("4) : ) G @n,@fi)¡, e (u¡-(ct{)))o,o^-1o,ro") -
- (F, u¡-(ct{))0, o,-¡c-4".¡ - (P, u¡-(e{ )k, u^ .

Lef m, be fixed and h,* 0+. Then

,M* 
En,@fi)("4) = .lie^., 

80,,o.1..¡("{) + lim Eå,, or-1c.1o*l("d) .

hJ -0' h¡ -0- hj -O-

As (3.1a) and (3.15) hold, we have

,h* u;,,c,¡"-;(o,f ) =) frf"(o*)), , (r(o.))ì, G^(o,) -
hi-0+

(F' u(c*)!,c-(o.) - (P, u(ct*))e,r¿\M.= Ec.(",)(o*)
and

,n\- uo,,orr1c,1".¡(o{) = -,(llFll0, o(a,)\c-(c.) + llPllo, ¡,.),
hi -Q+

with a constant c, which doesn't depend on ¡rz. passing to the limit with
trl --+ Ø lrye See that
(3.16) üm E¡,(ct{) > E(o*) .

h¡-0+

M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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Let & € Qlo¿be an arbitrary and let areQt!¿ be a sequence such that

(3.17) ô¡=ô in fa,bf , h-0+
The existence of such a sequence has been proved in [Z). Let u (ô) e K(ô),
u¡(ô¡) e Ko@.,) denore solurions of. (g(Ð), (g(a))0, respectivety. Íf
h¡ -0+ denote a filter of indices, for which (3.16) is true, then

(1.18) tim E¡.(afi) < lim En,(&n) ,
h¡-0+ h¡-0+

as follows from the definition of (p)¡. As u(d)e K(ô), there exists a
subseq_uence,of. {h,} (which will be denoted by {h¡} as well) and etemenrs
9n,e K¡,(&.0) such that

(3.1e) 
llvr, - ula¡llr,o,,1a,,¡ - o , h¡ -o+ ,

where ù(ô) denotes the Calderon extension of u(&) from f)(e) on
o lsee the proof of Lemma 3.2, especíally the construction of functions
wr¡-). An equivalent form of (3(Ao))n,says rhar

(3.20) En,(an) < J ur,(, n) , V"o, e Ko (ã.0) ,

where "16,r-(vlr) denotes the value of the total potential energy functional at
v¡., calculated over O¡-(ô¡_), i.e.

-16,(v) : I Gf"l, e (v)b, a¡(a¿) - (L, y) u^.

As a consequence of (3.i7) and (3.19) we have

lim ,ru,.(v¿-) = y'a(u(ô)) : E(ô) .

hj-0+

Comparing this with (3.16), (3.19) and (3.20) we see thar

E(o*) < E(ô) Y ã. e ôU 
ad . J

4. NUMERICAL REALIZATION

Let us write Õ¡(c¡):.õ'U C4(or,), whe¡e l), : @,b) x (Có,1) with
C[>Cs, is a part of O¡(ct¡), where the contact part lc(a), ø.¡ee/!¿
cannot penetrate (see Fig.4.1).

vol.21,, n' 2, t987
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Figure 4.1.

Let J¡ and J[(c¡), resp. be a triangulation of Õ' and O[(cr), resp

Jí("ù wili be constructed partially by means of principle moving points

SHAPE OF'TIMIZATION IN CONTACT PROBLEMS 281

A! wíll be derived from that of. A¡by means of a function ,p/,. Our choice is

linear, i.e.

(4'2) ç', : cit -# ¡ , M ítteger, j :0, .'., M .

Triangulation JÎ¡ of the fixed part õ'will be the same for all a¡eful!¿.
Consequently, any triangulation of Ot(o¡) is uniquely determined by
(N + 1) .r2-coordinates of principle moving points A¡. Let us denote

X = (xl, x)., ..., x{ ) : (eo@o), on(or), ..., dh(a Ð)
and O(X)= C)¡(a¡), u¡(X)= u(o¡), o,¡e 4t!¿, f c(X)- f.(o¿).

For fixed O(X), u¡(X) is given by nodal displacement vector
Q6) e ,tr (X), which is the solution of the problem :

(4.3) t @(x)) =f (Q) Y Q e .f (x) ,

where

7(Ø:\ O'¿6) e - sr6) e - s'(x) ez

and

,f (X)= IO.R"lO;,=.-on(a¡) vi,./Ì .

á (X) is the stiffness matrix of our problem, g (X), I (X) is the vector
arising from the discretization of the body force F and the surface traction P,
respectively. Dependence of. A, I and Ø on design variables X is
emphasized by writing X as a argument. 1is the set, containing all indices of
xz-components of the nodal displacement field at A¡, í : 0, ..., N. The state
problem (4.3) can be solved by different iterative methods (SOR with
projection, conjugate gradients with preconditioning, multigrid method).
For comparison of these methods for solving (4.3) see [19].

Consequently, the problem (P)å expressed in algebraic form is equivalent
to

(P(x)) min E(Q(x), x) ,
Xeø

where p(X) solves (4.3) and Ø denotesthe set of admissible design nodes
given by
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^z

ï

có

c^

b *1

i:0,

ÂN

74 : ao(a¡) ,

A

partially by means of associated mcving points

A! : (o', e!@Ð)

and fixed points

e, : @,, Cfi (see Fig.4.2)

We see that the principle and associated moving points are allowed to
move in x2-direction only. The x2-coordinate of associated moving points

A i -1

Ai -t A

AÂ1Âo

Ao

Â
1 i+L

A
i+1

N

Figure 4.2.
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(4.4) ø = {XeRN*1 ;0< xL-Co
C, C,

-¡sxi-xL-'=" i:t,...

Vf=0,...,N;

,å(
xi'+x) ,:,r)l1

N 1----z

A.j
I

Ai't

+1
+1
+1

A

A

J
l -I
j+t
l-l

A
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and

E(x)= E(Q6), x) ::@6), A(x) Q(x)).-

J. HASLINGER, P. NEITTAANMAKI

- (,7 (x), a6)) - (7 (x), 06))
Let Xe9 and V e RN*lbe given. We denote by

A(X+tv)-A(X)

g' (X) = Ø' (X) I/ : lim
r-0*

t

g(X+tv)-3(X)

g' (x)= Ø' (x)v : iim 9(x + tv) - ? (x)
r-o- t

the directional derivatives of á, g , g at point X in the direction 7. it is

easy to see that the mappings X-A(X),,q6),7(X) are even continu-
ously differentiabie. On the other hand, the mapping X - Q(X) is only
directionally differentiable but not continuously differentiable (cf. examples
in [14, 77,18,20,27)). Consequently, the mapping X- ¿'(X) is not, in
general, of the class C i. Next we show however that our concrete choice of
E leads to a differentiable case. Indeed, let E'(X) 7 denote the directional
derivative of. E at X in the direction 7.

Then

(4.s) E'(x)v : (Q'(x), A(x) a6) - g (x) - I (x))
- (g'(x), Q(x)) - (g'(x), a6))

1+;(Q6), A',(x) 06)) .

We shall eliminate Q' from (a.5). Components T,, i e 1 of the residual
vector

(4.6) r(x)= A(x) Q6) - ,q 6) - s (x)

are discrete analogues of the normal stresses on fc.(û). If f¡(X) t0 for
some j:0,...,N, then T¡(X+tV)+0 for any r>0 sufficiently small.

This means that the corresponding node on fc (X) remains in contact

regardless small perturbations of O(X);

Q¡(x+tv):-xl-tv''
Consequently,

(4.7)
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(instead of .rl we write simply .r¡). Now (4.6) and (4.7) yield ;

(4.8) !ufO(x),x)- -ri- (+s6),0(Ð) -ôx¡ \áx¡ '-"1

- ( z s6),0(x)) *\ (o@, ( * o<*t) orrl)
\ at, / . \þ\-^" \ ôxr-

Ler us repeat that (4.8) holds because of the special form of the cost

functional (see also [4]).
Hence (P(X)) rePresents a non-convex but smooth minímization problem

for variables, subject to box constraints, to linear inequality constraints and

to one linear equality constraint. One possible approach to solve

(P) is to use the following steepest ciescent type algorithm :

Ar-coRlrurt 4.1

STEP 0 Give some feasible initial guess XQ) e 9. Set k :0-
STEP 1 Compute the state Q6a\ from $-3).
STEP 2 Compute E(Q(x<rt¡, Y(*)) and

G (,',) : V,E (e (X$)), X(o)) .

STEP 3 Fínd a feasíble direction of descent (for example the proiectíon of
- ç(tc) on the set Ø).

STEP 4 Find X(k*l)e Ø such that

E(e(X$+t)¡, X$+t)¡ - n(Q(x(t)¡, X(t)¡ .

Perform îhe terminal check. If necessary, s€t k ¡= k + 1' and go to
STEP 1.

Now we give some remarks concerning the algorithm 4.L' The number of
iterations depends on the choice of the optimization procedure in STEP 4.

When the state problem (a.3) is solved iteratively (by SOR method for
example) a reasónable iniìial'guess Q1(X$)) is the solutíon QQ(G-|))
attainid-in the previous step. Namely, when the domain OlX{e-l)¡ is

replaced by a new domain O(X(t)¡, the corresponding change in the

solution of the state problem will probably be small.
When choosing the gradient method in steps 3 and 4 of our algorithm, the

following features of the problem have to be taken into account :

i) the evaluation of the cost function and its gradient are time consuming ;

ii) E is of the class C 1 
;

iii) constraints are linear, containing box constraints, inequality con-

straints and one equality constraint ;

iv) function X - E(X) is not convex. Consequently, a stationary point in
the above algorithm may give only a local minimum. Hence, the initial guess

plays an important role in the minimization procedure.

A'(X)= A'(X)V : lim
r-0*

ao,
ôx¡ tr
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In numerical tests we suppose that the elastic body consists of homo-
geneous and isotropic material with the Poisson ratio v : 0.29 and the
Young modulus

E :2.I5. 101r Nm-2 .

Example 5.1 : We have chosen in the Definition (2.I) of 4/o¿.the
parameters as follows : a:0, b :4, Co:0.05, -y: 1, Cr :0.025 and
Cz: 3'9L Let

fc(oo): {(xr,xr) e R2l (rr-4)z + (xz- R,)t: Rf,0 = xt-41
fp : { (xt, *z)e Rzlx, : 0, 0 = xz- 7}

where R1 :160.025, see Figure5.1.

Figure 5.1. - O(oo) and partition of AO(co).

'We suppose that F:0, ut: 0 and Tz:0 on f2¡ and on ff f = (0, p2)
where P2 : - 5.75. 108 if x1e (2,4) and 0 elsewhe¡e.

In Figure 5.2a we see the triangulation of O(c0). It consists of
L28triangles. Consequently, on fc(oo) we have 1-7nodes, i.e. we have
17 degrees of freedom in minimization. The state problem is solved by a
va¡iant of conjugate gradient method (CG-SSOR with projection, [19]). For
the minimization of E the NPSOL rourine of SoL (System optimizarion
Laboratory, [5]) was applied. It is based on augmented Lagrangian method
together with linearization of constraints. The gradient, necessary for the
method, is computed by the formula (a.8). The computations have been
carried out by vAX 11/780 wirh FPA in single precision. The authors are
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tests.
In Figure 5.2 we see the results :

ø) trian^gulation of the initial domain O(oo),
å) O(cto) after deformarion,
c) scaled displacement field (ur, uz) at nodal points,
d) diminution of E¡ versus iteration,
e) triangulation of final O(crlo),
.¡) O(.,t0) after deformation,
g) scaled displacement field (ur, ur) at nodal poinrs,
/z) value of normal components of the stress vector

initial shape, --<-<- fo¡ the final shape.

Example 5.2 : As in Example 5.1, but

fc (oo) = { (xr, x.r) e Rzlxr: 0.05 . x1,0 = x1- 4} ,

see Figure 5.3.

The solution strategy (triangurations, algorithms, gradients etc.) is the
same as in Example 5.1. J¡ Figure 5.4 we see the analogous results to
Figure 5.2.

In both test examples the value or" the cost functional is reduced roughly
speaking to the same value. The initiai shape in Exampies5.l and 5.2 are
much different but the Algorithm gives in both cases the same final shape.
As a by product we could find for fc (") such a shape that the contact part is
enlarged and moreover the contact stress will be eveniy distributed. This is
of a. great practical importance for designers. From thé mathematical point
of view the functíonal E is easy to handle whereas the direct minimization of
the contact stress is more involved.

More many-sided collection of nume¡icar tests together with the case with
a given friction will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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indeb¡ed to A. Kaarna and r. Tiihonen for their assistance in numerical
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Figure 5,3, - O(oo) and parritÍon of ao(co).
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